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fishing village near Tintagel Castle, the birthplace of the legendary
King Arthur.
Eoscastle (pp. 127-34)
P. 128,1. 9. your most learned contributor: the writer of an article
in the Spectator on 'The West Country before the Romans'.
P. 129,1, 3. gives 7nuch ,.. avoay: reminiscent of Matthew xiii. 12.
P. 130,1. 4.  Regent Street: in the West End of London.
5, 6. Tern-pie Bar: a narrow gateway (removed 1879) at the
junction of Fled Street, in the City, and the Strand, in the West
End? of London.
iz.  Lilliputi the land of the little people in Gulliver's Travels.
P. 131, 1. 22, El/angowan: the home of the Bertrams in Scott's
Guy Mannering*
P. 132, 1. 9. 'near Bedford': where flint implements had been
found about the time this essay was published.
P. 133, 1. i. our Ralezghs, &c.: Raleigh and Drake were Devon
men, Frobishcr a Yorkshireman. Lord Howard of Effingham, of
Armada fame, was probably born in Surrey.
2. ante-Lancashire period: before machinery created the great
manufacturing towns there near the coal-fields.
12.   Mr. Arnold: On the Study of Celtic Literature.
aa. Mr. Kings!ey\ Charles Kingsley, author of Wrest<ward Ho I was
born in .Devon, but at Holne, not Clovelly.
29. unsountttwssi see Introduction, p. it, and note on J. H. New-
man, p. 178.
P. 134, 1. i. pure Goth: Goths and Celts, according to later re-
searches, have intermingled for at least a thousand years. The Goths
proper did not come to England.
LESLIE STEPHEN
Man of letters and philosopher, the first editor of the Dictionary of
National irtogreiphy, originally published in sixty-three volumes.
At Cambridge ho was distinguished in athletics—walking, running,
and rowing—and afterwards acquired prowess as a mountaineer.
In later life he returned to Cambridge as a Don and under that
pseudonym wrote the reminiscences of which this is an example.
Apart from the Dictionary his chief works were A History of English
Thought in the fiightMntk Century > The English Utilitarians, and Studies

